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How Keno is played 

In each game, 20 numbers are drawn using a random 
number generator that contains numbers from 1 to 80. 
The game consists in selecting one or more of the 
numbers drawn.

Invented in China more 
than 3,000 years  
ago, Keno is an  
easy-to-understand 
game offering a variety 
of wagers for you to 
play while you enjoy 
other gaming hall  
activities.



The classic selection slip

To play, simply pick up a slip wherever Keno is available 
and fill it out as follows:
 
1  > Mark the numbers you wish to select with an X.

2  > Mark the total of numbers played.

3  >   Write the amount of your wager for each draw.

4  >  Mark the number of draws in which you wish  
to participate.

5  > Indicate the total ticket wager.

The electronic selection slip

The electronic selection slip is filled out as follows:

1  >   Darken the box under each number you wish  
to select,

 or
 choose one of our pre-programmed wagers.

2  >  Enter the amount you wish to wager per draw.

3  >   Enter the number of draws you wish to play.

4  >   You can also play Mega Keno by selecting how 
many numbers (three to seven) you wish to play  
in the first section, or how many numbers you 
want the computer to select for you. Mega Keno 
may also be combined with another wager except 
for North/South, West/East and The Edge wagers.

SELECTION SLIPS
There are two kinds of selection slips. The classic 
selection slip can be used for all types of wagers, 
whereas the electronic slip can be used for all  
types of wagers except the Way ticket.



Classic slip

Electronic slip

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Bonne chance !     Good Luck!

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total price

ou



STRAIGHT AND WAY
TICKETS

Straight ticket

Choose up to 12 of your favourite numbers. You can 
wager either $1 or $2 per draw. The amount you could 
win depends on your wager and how many winning 
numbers you selected.

Way ticket

Way tickets allow you to play several Straight tickets  
on the same slip and increase your chances of winning, 
since additional wagers will be generated through a 
combination of these tickets.

Way ticket wagers are either $1 or $2 per draw. For 
example, you can select three groups of numbers at  
$1 each, then create a fourth $1 combination using  
these three groups, for a total wager of $4. Or choose  
two groups at $2 each, for a total wager of $4. Many 
combinations are available. Fill in the selection slip  
as follows to confirm your wager.

1  >   Mark your numbers with an X and circle the  
selected groups.

2  >   Indicate the number of groups and combinations, 
as well as the number of wagers placed on each 
one.

3  >   Indicate the amount  
wagered per group or  
combination of groups  
and the total cost of  
the ticket.

Your winnings are calculated based on the amount 
wagered per group or combination and on the number 
of winning numbers in each group or combination. The 
prize payout structure is the same as for a Straight ticket.

You can win with each of the selected combinations  
or groups. The following chart illustrates the winnings 
you could receive based on the above selection slip.

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total price



Possible winnings with the Way ticket 
(shown on the opposite page)

Results Win With a $1 
 X times your wager* wager

1st group of 4 numbers

2/4 1 time $1 
3/4 3 times $3 
4/4 120 times $120

2nd group of 4 numbers

2/4 1 time $1 
3/4 3 times $3 
4/4 120 times $120

Combination of the 2 groups of 4 numbers

5/8 10 times $10 
6/8 90 times $90 
7/8 1,480 times $1,480 
8/8 17,000 times $17,000

* Up to a maximum of $50,000 per draw

Some other examples of Way ticket wagers

Select:
3 four-number groups

Play:
3 four-spot tickets
3 eight-spot tickets
1 twelve-spot ticket

Select:
5 one-number groups
1 four-number group

Play:
5 one-spot tickets
6 five-spot tickets
1 nine-spot ticket

Select:
5 four-number groups

Play:
5 four-spot tickets
10 eight-spot tickets
10 twelve-spot tickets

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Bonne chance !     Good Luck!

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total price

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Bonne chance !     Good Luck!

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total price

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Bonne chance !     Good Luck!

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total price



KENO STRAIGHT AND WAY 
TICKET PAYOUT STRUCTURE
Category Ratio*   $1 wager $2 wager Chances

Select 1 number
1/1  3 times  $3  $6  1 in 4

Select 2 numbers
2/2 12 times $12 $24 1 in 17

Select 3 numbers 
2/3 1 time $1 $2 1 in 7
3/3 42 times $42 $84

Select 4 numbers 
2/4 1 time $1 $2 1 in 5
3/4 3 times $3 $6
4/4 120 times $120 $240

Select 5 numbers 
3/5 1 time $1 $2 1 in 12
4/5 9 times $9 $18
5/5 800 times $800 $1,600

Select 6 numbers 
3/6 1 time $1 $2 1 in 8
4/6 5 times $5 $10
5/6 80 times $80 $160
6/6 1,480 times $1,480 $2,960

Select 7 numbers 
4/7 1 time $1 $2 1 in 19
5/7 18 times $18 $36
6/7 400 times $400 $800
7/7 8,250 times $8,250 $16,500

Select 8 numbers 
5/8 10 times $10 $20 1 in 55
6/8 90 times $90 $180
7/8 1,480 times $1,480 $2,960
8/8 17,000 times $17,000 $34,000

Select 9 numbers 
5/9 3 times $3 $6 1 in 31
6/9 45 times $45 $90
7/9 350 times $350 $700
8/9 4,200 times $4,200 $8,400
9/9 18,000 times $18,000 $36,000

Select 10 numbers 
5/10 2.5 times $2.50 $5 1 in 19
6/10 20 times $20 $40
7/10 125 times $125 $250
8/10 900 times $900 $1,800
9/10 5,000 times $5,000 $10,000
10/10 19,000 times $19,000 $38,000

Select 11 numbers 
6/11 10 times $10 $20 1 in 49
7/11 80 times $80 $160
8/11 360 times $360 $720
9/11 1,800 times $1,800 $3,600
10/11 12,500 times $12,500 $25,000
11/11 21,000 times $21,000 $42,000

Select 12 numbers 
6/12 6 times $6 $12 1 in 31
7/12 28 times $28 $56
8/12 200 times $200 $400
9/12 850 times $850 $1,700
10/12 2,400 times $2,400 $4,800
11/12 15,000 times $15,000 $30,000
12/12 24,000 times $24,000 $48,000

* Win X time(s) your wager up to $50,000 per draw.



HOW TO WIN

Straight ticket

The greater the number of winning numbers you 
selected, the more you win. Your winnings depend on 
the amount of your wager and how many of the winning 
numbers you selected. The payout structure is identical 
for both Straight and Way tickets (see opposite page).

Way ticket

You can win on each combination or group you selected. 
Your winnings depend on the amount wagered per group 
or combination and the number of winning numbers 
selected in each.



How to play

You can wager $1 or $2 per draw. Mark 20 numbers on 
your selection slip for a chance to win up to $50,000. 

Payout structure

Many winning possibilities are available in Special Keno

Category Ratio*  $1 wager $2 wager

0/20 120 times $120 $240

1/20 2 times $2 $4

2/20 1 time $1 $2

3/20 1 time $1 $2

4/20 0 times $0 $0

5/20 0 times $0 $0

6/20 0 times $0 $0

7/20 1 time $1 $2

8/20 2 times $2 $4

9/20 5 times $5 $10

10/20 10 times $10 $20

11/20 40 times $40 $80

12/20 200 times $200 $400

13/20 1,000 times $1,000 $2,000

14/20 2,500 times $2,500 $5,000

15/20 5,000 times $5,000 $10,000

16/20 10,000 times $10,000 $20,000

17/20 20,000 times $20,000 $40,000

18/20 30,000 times $30,000 $50,000

19/20 40,000 times $40,000 $50,000

20/20 50,000 times $50,000 $50,000

1 chance in 2.7 of winning

*Win X time(s) your wager up to a maximum of $50,000 per draw.

SPECIAL KENO



Wagers

You can wager $1 or $2 per draw. Select from three to 
seven numbers per draw for a chance to win up to 
$55,000. With Mega Keno you win if all the numbers 
you selected are drawn. Here is how to fill out your 
selection slip:

Electronic slip

The electronic slip is filled out as follows:

1  >  Mark your numbers by darkening the box under 
each one.

2  > Select the number of draws you want to play.

3  >  If you want to use Quick Pick, write how many 
numbers you want in the orange area of the slip.

4  >  Indicate the amount of your wager in the orange  
area of the ticket.

MEGA KENO



Mega Keno combined with  
any other Keno wager

You could win twice on the same ticket by combining 
your Mega Keno wager with one other type of wager, 
except North/South, West/East and The Edge wagers. 
Ask a Keno attendant for details on how to combine  
a Mega Keno wager with your favourite wager.

How to win

You win if all the numbers you selected are drawn.  
Winnings depend on amounts wagered. 

Mega Keno payout structure

Category Ratio*  $1 wager $2 wager

3/3 50 times $50 $100

4/4 225 times $225 $450

5/5 1,075 times $1,075 $2,150

6/6 5,400 times $5,400 $10,800

7/7 28,000 times $28,000 $55,000

* Win X time(s) your wager up to a maximum of $55,000 per draw.

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total price

Classic slip

The classic slip is filled out as follows:

1  > Mark the numbers you select with an “X”.

2  >  Write down how many numbers you selected  
and the letters MK in the type of wager section.

3  >  Write in the number of draws you want to play.

4  > Write in the amount of your wager per draw.

5  > Indicate the total wager on your ticket.



How to wager

Mark your numbers on a selection slip and choose how 
many draws you want to play. Hand your ticket and the 
total amount wagered to an attendant. This way, your 
game participation is paid for in advance and you can 
continue to enjoy other gaming hall activities while  
you play Keno.

Payouts

Since your winnings are calculated automatically, simply 
present your ticket to collect your prize. Winners must 
claim their winnings within 90 days of the last draw 
date on the ticket.

MULTI KENO



“Other Wagers” section 
(electronic slip)

North/South and West/East

Choose North/South or West/East tickets if you want to 
play all 80 numbers on the selection slip, divided into 
two groups as shown. You can wager either $1 or $2.

The Edge

Choose to wager The Edge if you want to play the  
32 numbers on the four sides of the slip. You can  
wager either $1 or $2.

“Other Wagers” section 
(electronic slip)

“Other Wagers” section 
(electronic slip)

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Bonne chance !     Good Luck!

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total priceNORTH/SOUTH
Classic slip

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Bonne chance !     Good Luck!

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total priceWEST/EAST

W
Classic slip

Prix par tirage / Price per game

 Nbre de tirages / No. of games

Bonne chance !     Good Luck!

Indiquez le type de mise / Mark number of spots or ways played

Prix total / Total priceTHE EDGE
Classic slip



North/South payout structure 

North/South 
winning numbers Ratio*  $1 wager $2 wager

13/7 or 7/13 1 time $1 $2
14/6 or 6/14 3 times $3 $6
15/5 or 5/15 10 times $10 $20
16/4 or 4/16 37.5 times $37.50 $75
17/3 or 3/17 187.5 times $187.50 $375
18/2 or 2/18 1,000 times $1,000 $2,000
19/1 or 1/19 5,000 times $5,000 $10,000
20/0 or 0/20 10,000 times $10,000 $20,000

West/East payout structure

West/East 
winning numbers Ratio*  $1 wager $2 wager

13/7 or 7/13 1 time $1 $2
14/6 or 6/14 3 times $3 $6
15/5 or 5/15 10 times $10 $20
16/4 or 4/16 37.5 times $37.50 $75
17/3 or 3/17 187.5 times $187.50 $375
18/2 or 2/18 1,000 times $1,000 $2,000
19/1 or 1/19 5,000 times $5,000 $10,000
20/0 or 0/20 10,000 times $10,000 $20,000

*Win X times your wager up to a maximum of $20,000 per draw.

The Edge payout structure

Winning numbers Ratio** $1 wager $2 wager

0 2,500 times $2,500 $5,000
1 250 times $250 $500
2 125 times $125 $250
3 12.5 times $12.50 $25
4 2.5 times $2.50 $5
5 1 time $1 $2
6 to 10 0 times $0 $0
11 1 time $1 $2
12 2.5 times $2.50 $5
13 12.5 times $12.50 $25
14 50 times $50 $100
15 125 times $125 $250
16 375 times $375 $750
17 2,500 times $2,500 $5,000
18 5,000 times $5,000 $10,000
19 25,000 times $25,000 $50,000
20 25,000 times $25,000 $50,000

** Win X time(s) your wager up to a maximum of $50,000 per draw.



Quick Pick

If you can’t decide which numbers to choose, why not 
let our computer select them at random for you? You 
can play Quick Pick Keno on a Straight, Way, Special  
or Mega Keno ticket.

Keno attendants at your service*

Using the services of a Keno runner, when available, lets 
you enjoy other Salon de jeux activities while you play 
Keno. Mark your numbers on a Keno selection slip.  
An attendant will be pleased to pick up your selection  
slip and wager.

Attendants can accept your wagers as soon as all 
winning numbers for the previous draw are displayed  
on the Keno board.

When Keno is extremely busy, after the previous draw 
results have been erased from the board or when Keno 
wagers have closed, attendants may not be able to 
accept your wager. The Salon de jeux cannot be held 
responsible if your wagers are not validated in time  
to play the game in progress.

We recommend the use of a Multi ticket that allows you 
to participate in consecutive draws. Also, with a Multi 
ticket, you have up to 90 days following the last draw 
date on your ticket to collect your winnings.

Winnings from single-game tickets must be claimed 
prior to the Keno closing time that follows the draw. 

It is important that you ensure that the numbers on the 
computer-generated ticket match those you selected. 
Tickets with errors that have not been corrected before 
the close of the draw in question will be played as issued.

* The Salon de jeux cannot be held responsible for errors made by Keno attendants.



Keno rules*

1  >   Make sure your selection appears correctly on the 
computer-validated ticket since winnings are paid 
solely on the basis of this ticket. Tickets with errors 
not corrected before the closing of the draw will be 
played as issued. In case of discrepancy between a 
ticket and the data relative to this ticket as recorded 
by the computer, the latter shall prevail.

2  >   Information appearing on Keno boards does not 
become official until the entire series of winning 
numbers has been drawn and confirmed. In the 
event of a Keno board error, only the 20 numbers 
actually drawn and confirmed would count for 
calculation of winnings.

3  >   If an attendant is used, the Salon de jeux cannot be 
held responsible for selection slips that arrive too 
late to be played for the next draw. Please prepare 
your selection slips in advance if you wish to use 
the services of an attendant.

4  >   Keno winners are paid upon presentation of 
computer-validated tickets only. Winnings must  
be claimed at the cashier’s cage of the Salon de 
jeux where the ticket was purchased.

5  >   Winners with a ticket valid for a single game must 
claim their winnings prior to the Keno closing time 
that follows the draw. Winners with a Multi ticket 
can claim their winnings within 90 days of the last 
draw date indicated on their ticket.

6  >  Winnings differ according to the type of wager played:

Types of wagers Maximum payout

> Straight ticket 
 including Way ticket winnings $50,000**

> Way ticket 
 including Straight ticket winnings $50,000**

> Special ticket $50,000**

> Mega Keno $55,000** 
 Combined with a Straight or Way ticket  $105,000**
 Combined with a Special Keno ticket $105,000**

> North/South $20,000**

> West/East $20,000**

> The Edge $50,000**

*Keno rules are available at the cashier’s cage.

**This is the maximum amount paid out per draw to all of the players having 
won a specific type of wager. If total winnings for a given draw exceed the 
maximum payout allowed for a specific type of wager, the amount paid for 
each winning ticket will be divided equally among winners, according to the 
payout structure of that wager.    





facebook.com/salondejeuxquebec 
facebook.com/salondejeuxtroisrivieres

salonsdejeux.com
1-877-700-5836
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